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the exposure mechanism of today's camera systems
is quite good and automatic metering in general is
quite reliable. however, in tricky lighting situations it
is sometimes hard to achieve the correct exposure.
to deal with this, there are at least two independent
focusing systems in use, a hybrid viewfinder (hvf)
and a live view (lv) display. these are both quite
reliable and can be used together to achieve great
results, but each has its own strengths and
weaknesses. now let's look at the camera's fine
manual modes. the mode dial has the usual 11
settings including p, a, m, s, auto and so on. it is set
by turning the dial on the right side of the camera,
and in this mode you can set the iso, white balance,
autofocus, metering mode and exposure
compensation. the stage remote is a neat and
effective option if you want to fire your flash from
afar. just aim the remote, press a button and the
flash fires (or rather, the camera fires the flash). this
is a useful setup if you want to use the flash for fine
details like small logos in your logo designs and
you’d like to be sure that they don’t appear
unflattened and blurry in the shots. i should point out
that you get two views in this mode, the viewfinder
and a view that’s actually quite similar to the view
from a smartphone camera. you get a couple of
features from both views, for example the viewfinder
window shows a live video of what the camera sees
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and the view shows the area that the camera sees at
that moment. the main difference is that with a
smartphone a live view doesn’t allow you to
physically move your camera.
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